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Incorporating Contextual Information into Bag-of-Visual-Words
Framework for Effective Object Categorization∗

Shuang BAI†a), Nonmember, Tetsuya MATSUMOTO†, Yoshinori TAKEUCHI†, Hiroaki KUDO†,
and Noboru OHNISHI†, Members

SUMMARY Bag of visual words is a promising approach to object cat-
egorization. However, in this framework, ambiguity exists in patch encod-
ing by visual words, due to information loss caused by vector quantization.
In this paper, we propose to incorporate patch-level contextual informa-
tion into bag of visual words for reducing the ambiguity mentioned above.
To achieve this goal, we construct a hierarchical codebook in which vi-
sual words in the upper hierarchy contain contextual information of visual
words in the lower hierarchy. In the proposed method, from each sample
point we extract patches of different scales, all of which are described by
the SIFT descriptor. Then, we build the hierarchical codebook in which
visual words created from coarse scale patches are put in the upper hierar-
chy, while visual words created from fine scale patches are put in the lower
hierarchy. At the same time, by employing the corresponding relationship
among these extracted patches, visual words in different hierarchies are as-
sociated with each other. After that, we design a method to assign patch
pairs, whose patches are extracted from the same sample point, to the con-
structed codebook. Furthermore, to utilize image information effectively,
we implement the proposed method based on two sets of features which are
extracted through different sampling strategies and fuse them using a prob-
abilistic approach. Finally, we evaluate the proposed method on dataset
Caltech 101 and dataset Caltech 256. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method.
key words: object categorization, bag of visual words, contextual informa-
tion, hierarchical codebook

1. Introduction

Research on object categorization is of great application sig-
nificance in image retrieval and autonomous agents. As a
challenging problem in the field of computer vision, it has
been attracting more and more attention. The objective of
generic object categorization is to recognize the class that
an object belongs to rather than the specific object instance.
Generally, a qualified object categorization system should
be able to cope with view and lighting change, object occlu-
sion and background clutter as well as intra-class dissimi-
larity and inter-class similarity, all of which are typical for
objects in the real world [8].

At first, global features extracted from the whole im-
age, such as colour and texture, were employed to repre-
sent images [5], [9]. However, because of the challenges
mentioned above, the performance of approaches based on
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global features is not quite satisfactory. In contrast, object
representations obtained by using discriminative local fea-
tures have demonstrated their superiority over global fea-
tures in image classification. Promising results to categorize
objects by utilizing local features were shown in previous
works [1], [4], [6]–[8], [12]. Usually, in approaches based on
local features, a set of image patches are extracted first by
applying an interest point detector [10], [11] or dense sam-
pling [18]. Then, descriptors like SIFT [10] are employed to
describe each extracted local patch, based on which image
representations are created in the later stage.

In local feature based approaches, the method called
bag-of-visual-words [4], after it was proposed, has become
the most notable one. In the bag of visual words framework,
first a codebook of visual words is constructed by applying
vector quantization to image patch features extracted from
training images. After that, images are represented on the
basis of the codebook. In the image representation stage,
each patch extracted from an image is described and as-
signed to its nearest visual word in the codebook. As a con-
sequence, an image is represented as a histogram indicating
the frequency of each visual word appearing in the image.
This procedure has been shown to be able to produce robust
and characteristic image representations for object catego-
rization [6], [7].

However, in the bag of visual words framework, since
images are represented as a collection of quantized visual
words, much information gets lost. Therefore, ambiguity
may arise in encoding image patches by assigning them to
their nearest visual words in the codebook. For instance,
patches which are similar in appearance but of different se-
mantic interpretation may be given the same visual word la-
bel. It is quite possible for this ambiguity to make the image
representation less discriminative, and result in deterioration
in the classification performance.

A well-known technique to reduce quantization error is
soft assignment [23], [24], where each image patch feature
is assigned to a number of visual words in the codebook. In
order to alleviate the ambiguity caused by the reasons men-
tioned above, we also adopt the soft assignment strategy.
However, the main point of our work to use soft assignment
is to utilize patch-level contextual information. In the pro-
posed method, the encoding of image patch features is deter-
mined not only by the distance between patch features and
visual words but also by their patch-level contextual infor-
mation.
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In the proposed method, we use related patches to con-
struct a hierarchical codebook in which visual words in dif-
ferent hierarchies are associated to each other. In addition,
in the proposed hierarchical codebook, visual words in the
upper hierarchy can provide contextual information to their
associated visual words in the lower hierarchy. Thereafter,
in the image representation stage, patches extracted at the
same sample point are taken as a patch pair. Finally, all
the paired patches from an image are encoded using visual
words of the hierarchical codebook, with the relationship
among associated visual words considered. Moreover, to ex-
plore image information effectively, we implement the pro-
posed method on features extracted through regularly sam-
pling and an interest point detector, respectively, and fuse
these two kinds of features through a probabilistic approach.

The hierarchical codebook is used to reduce patch as-
signment ambiguity. Although visual words in our work do
not have explicit semantic meaning, in order to make the ef-
fect of the proposed method clear, we give the following in-
tuitive explanation. For instance, a coarse scale visual word
from patches representing human faces are closely related
to fine scale visual words representing eyes and fine scale
visual words representing noses. In the process of image
patch encoding, a coarse scale image patch is related to a
fine scale image patch, and these two patches are encoded
together. When the coarse scale patch is assigned to visual
words representing human faces, and its corresponding fine
scale patches are assigned to visual words representing hu-
man eyes, it is highly confident that the two patches are as-
signed correctly. On the contrary, if the coarse scale patch
is assigned to visual words representing human faces, while
its corresponding fine scale patches are assigned to visual
words that have nothing to do with human, the confidence
for the assignment is low. Therefore, based on the hierar-
chical codebook, relationship among patches can be utilized
for reducing encoding ambiguity.

The novelties of the proposed method are as follows.
First, we use related patches to construct a hierarchical code-
book, in which visual words in the upper hierarchy contain
contextual information of their associated visual words in
the lower hierarchy. Secondly, in the image representation
stage, patches are assigned to visual words in the code-
book with patch-level contextual information considered.
Thirdly, we fuse image features extracted based on differ-
ent sampling strategies through a probabilistic approach.

2. Related Work

The bag of visual words method for object categorization is
motivated by the bag of words method for text categoriza-
tion [14]. In the work by Csurka et al. [4], it is proposed to
classify objects by means of bag of key points. In their work,
images are represented as a collection of visual words of a
codebook which is obtained by applying vector quantization
to affine invariant descriptors of image patches. However,
since much information from the original image gets lost in
this representation, after the method is proposed, many re-

searchers have tried to improve its performance by design-
ing more discriminative representations.

A method to represent images in local visual and se-
mantic concept-based feature space [15] was proposed. In
this framework, the authors utilized the intrinsic correla-
tion among visual words of a codebook constructed via self-
organizing map and the spatial relationship among patches
in an image to make the image representation more discrim-
inative. Additionally, Lazebnik et al. proposed spatial pyra-
mid matching technique. They partitioned an image into in-
creasingly finer sub-regions and computed histograms of lo-
cal features for each sub-region [1]. Through this approach,
spatial information of patches in an image is able to be in-
corporated into the final image representation.

Besides using spatial information, researchers tried to
incorporate other contextual information into bag of visual
words framework. How to utilize contextual information
appropriately is investigated by Yang [16]. They presented
a mechanism to assess roles of context features for differ-
ent object recognition tasks, by analysing information en-
tropy and data ambiguity. Based on the evaluation result,
different weights are assigned to each set of context fea-
tures, so that useful features will have more impact on the
categorization process. In addition, Mirza-Mohammadi et
al. [13] presented to incorporate contextual information in
the codebook construction step. In their approach, after im-
age patches are extracted from interest points, a contextual
space and a feature space are defined separately. There-
after, a merging process is employed to fuse feature words
based on their proximity in contextual space. As a result,
contextual-guided bag of visual words are created and used
for object categorization.

Another work on contextual information was done by
Qin and Yung [17] for using contextual visual words for
scene classification. In their work, traditional bag of vi-
sual words is extended by incorporating contextual infor-
mation from coarser scales and neighbourhood regions to
local regions of interest. They combined a patch of inter-
est with its contextual information to obtain a feature which
is believed to be more discriminative. By utilizing the pro-
posed model, image classification performance has outper-
formed methods based on traditional visual words signif-
icantly. However, none of previous approaches considered
to utilize patch-level contextual information to create associ-
ated visual words and encode paired patches with their cor-
responding relationship explored.

Codebooks which are more powerful and compact are
also designed in the aim of creating more discriminative im-
age representations. Words selection [21] is one of the pop-
ular approaches. In this kind of approaches, the most in-
formative words are selected from all created visual words
to remove redundancy and noise based on criteria like mu-
tual information and odds ratio. However, although what
is discarded is less informative words, image representa-
tions based on codebooks obtained this way becomes less
discriminative. As a result, final classification performance
demonstrated no satisfactory performance gain. This kind
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of codebooks are designed to make each individual visual
word more discriminative, no additional information is in-
volved in the constructed codebook and image representa-
tions.

An approach similar to ours is proposed in the work
by Wu et al. [19]. In this paper, a multi-sample, multi-tree
approach is adopted. They extracted several complementary
patches around the same sample point and took them as a vi-
sual packet. Then, for each type of sampled patches, a spe-
cific codebook is created. At last, the encoding of a visual
packet is determined by all the patches in the visual packet.
Their approach is equivalent to a fine partition of the joint
feature space of patches in the visual packet. No relationship
among visual words was considered in their work. On the
contrary, we sample patches of different scales at the same
sample point to utilize their corresponding relationship to
construct a hierarchical codebook in which visual words in
different hierarchies are associated. And in the image rep-
resentation stage, patches extracted from the same sample
point are taken as pairs, and encoded with the relationship
among visual words considered. Our approach is designed
to reduce patch assignment ambiguity and make resulted im-
age representations more robust and discriminative.

3. Image Categorization by Incorporating Relation-
ship among Patches into Image Representations

In order to construct a hierarchical codebook in which visual
words in the upper hierarchy contain contextual information
of visual words in the lower hierarchy, we propose to ex-
tract a set of patches of different scales at the same sample
points. Then, patches extracted from the same sample point
are related to each other. After that, we create coarse scale
visual words from coarse scale patch features and put them
in the upper hierarchy of the codebook, at the same time,
create fine scale visual words from fine scale patch features
and put them in the lower hierarchy. Furthermore, fine scale
visual words and coarse scale visual words created from re-
lated coarse scale patch features and fine scale patch features
are associated to each other. In the image representation cre-
ation stage, patches extracted from the same sample points
are encoded with their corresponding relationship explored
based on the hierarchical codebook. In this way, relation-
ship among patches is able to be incorporated into image
representations.

3.1 Codebook Construction Based on Related Patches

In the construction of the hierarchical codebook in which
contextual information of visual words is incorporated, im-
age patches which are related to each other are extracted
first. At each sample point, we extract two patches with dif-
ferent scales, i.e. fine scale and coarse scale patches, and
take them as a pair. All extracted patches are described by
the SIFT descriptor [10]. Then, we combine the coarse scale
patch feature with the fine scale patch feature as a single fea-
ture in the same way as the work by Qin [17]. Consequently,

the combined feature contains information for both the fine
scale patch and its context. After that, vector quantization
is applied to these combined features, so that context-aware
feature clusters are able to be created.

After we clustered these sampled points into groups on
the basis of the combined features by using k-means, the
fine scale patch features and the coarse scale patch features
are also grouped based on their corresponding relationship
with the combined features. As a consequence, each group
of combined features corresponds to a group of fine scale
patch features and a group of coarse scale patch features. In
order to reduce outliers in each group, K-nearest neighbour
is adopted to detect patch features that are singular in each
patch feature group. At last, we apply K-means to each fine
scale patch feature group to get a set of fine scale visual
words and each coarse scale patch feature group to get a
set of coarse scale visual words. In this process, fine scale
visual words and coarse scale visual words corresponding
to the same combined feature cluster are associated to each
other.

In this way, relationship existing in these visual words
can be recorded and utilized in the later stage. Finally, all
obtained visual words are combined to form a hierarchical
codebook in which visual words created from coarse scale
patches are put in the upper hierarchy and visual words cre-
ated from fine scale patches are put in the lower hierar-
chy. Figure 1 shows the process of the hierarchical code-
book construction. The structure of the obtained hierarchi-
cal codebook is given in Fig. 2.

3.2 Image Representation Construction Based on the Hi-
erarchical Codebook

To create image representations on the basis of the hier-
archical codebook, we take the coarse scale patch and the

Fig. 1 Hierarchical codebook construction based on related patches.
Coarse scale patches and fines scale patches are combined first. Then com-
bined patch pairs are clustered. Corresponding to each cluster, coarse scale
patches and fine scale patches are grouped into sets. Finally, visual words
are created from each patch group. And fine scale visual words and coarse
scale visual words corresponding to the same patch pair cluster are associ-
ated with each other.
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fine scale patch extracted from the same sample point as a
patch pair. Then, we propose a method to assign each pair
of patches to the codebook with patch-level contextual in-
formation considered. At the same time, in the patch pair
assignment, relationship among visual words which are as-
sociated in the construction stage is also exploited.

In order to assign a pair of patches to the codebook,
first we find the N nearest visual words for each patch in
the pair, respectively. The N nearest visual words of a patch
in the pair are searched from the hierarchy of correspond-
ing scale in the codebook. After that, by using the corre-
sponding relationship among visual words of different hi-
erarchies, for each found nearest visual word, visual words
associated to it are also available. For instance, for a coarse
scale visual word, a number of fine scale visual words are
associated with it, and for a fine scale visual word, a num-
ber of coarse scale visual words are associated with it. The
weights assigned to the nearest visual words of a patch in the
pair are calculated based on both itself and its paired patch.
Specifically, for the calculation of the assignment weights of
a coarse scale patch, we use the following equations:

vwci = α · 1/dci + β · 1/d f ei (1)

β =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 If word ei is one of the N nearest words

of the fine scale patch in the pair.,

0 Otherwise.

(2)

where vwci is the weight factor assigned to the ith nearest

Fig. 2 Hierarchical codebook structure. In the hierarchical codebook vi-
sual words created from coarse scale patches are put in the upper hierarchy,
while visual words created from fine scale patches are put in the lower hi-
erarchy. At the same time, fine scale visual words are associated to coarse
scale visual words which are created corresponding to the same patch pair
cluster.

Fig. 3 Image representation creation on the basis of the hierarchical codebook using extracted patch
pairs. Each patch in the patch pair is assigned to two nearest visual words. Solid arrows indicate that the
assigned nearest words of the two patches are associated, while the dashed arrows indicate the assigned
nearest visual words are not associated.

visual word ci of the coarse scale patch out of its N near-
est visual words. dci is the Euclidean distance between the
coarse scale patch feature and visual word ci. ei is the near-
est visual word of the fine scale patch in the patch pair out
of the set of fine scale visual words associated with visual
word ci. d f ei is the Euclidean distance between the fine scale
patch feature in the pair and visual word ei. The value of β
is determined as follows. For the ith nearest visual word of
the coarse scale patch feature, from its associated fine scale
visual words, the one ei which is the nearest to the fine scale
patch feature in the patch pair is found. Then, ei is com-
pared with the N nearest visual words of the fine scale patch
in the codebook. If ei is one of N nearest visual words of
the fine scale patch, β is set to be one, otherwise zero is set.
In this way, if two patches in the pair are assigned to asso-
ciated visual words, a relatively large weight is assigned to
the corresponding visual words, otherwise a small weight is
assigned. And in the former case, weights assigned to vi-
sual words are determined by both patches in the pair. α is a
constant value, which is determined through experiments.

In Fig. 3, the process of creating an image represen-
tation based on the proposed method is shown. Figure 3
indicates patch pair assignment to visual words with corre-
sponding relationship using solid arrows and indicates as-
signment to visual words without corresponding relation-
ship using dashed arrows. By using the above procedure,
the relation between the coarse scale patch features and fine
scale patch features is incorporated into the bag of visual
words framework. The assignment weights of a patch fea-
ture is calculated based on both itself and its related patch
feature. When all the N nearest visual words have been as-
signed weights to, these weights are normalized to the range
(0, 1) as follows

wci =
vwci

∑N
k=1 vwck

. (3)

Similarly, for the assignment of the fine scale patch in
the patch pair, the same procedure is used. After all ex-
tracted image patches are assigned to the hierarchical code-
book, the obtained histograms corresponding to the upper
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hierarchy and the lower hierarchy of the codebook are con-
catenated as a single vector, which is taken as the final image
representation and used for classification.

4. Image Classification through a Probabilistic Ap-
proach

After we proposed the hierarchical codebook containing
contextual information of visual words and the approach to
represent images based on the proposed codebook, we try to
create discriminative image representations, so that final cat-
egorization performance can be improved. Since different
sampling strategies may be biased towards different aspects
of image contents. To utilize image information effectively,
we apply our method to both regularly sampled features and
features extracted based on an interest point detector. Af-
ter that, we propose a mechanism to fuse these two image
representations created from different sets of features in the
image classification stage.

In our research, we adopt SVM for image classifica-
tion. Usually, classification results predicted by SVM do not
have confidence value. To overcome this shortcoming, we
adopt a technique for multi-class probability estimates [22],
so that the probability for a test feature to belong to each
class can be provided. This probability is taken as the con-
fidence for the feature to belong to the corresponding class.
As stated above, from each image we extracted two kinds
of features through the regularly sampling strategy and an
interest point detector, respectively. Thereafter, we create
an image representation from each kind of features. As a
consequence, for each image we obtained two kinds of im-
age representations, which are used to train an individual
multi-class SVM classifier, separately. In the image cate-
gorization stage, each test image is also represented as two
different representations, as in the training stage. Then, each
kind of image representations is classified by its correspond-
ing SVM classifier. Through the multi-class probability es-
timates technique, for each image representation, its corre-
sponding multi-class SVM classifier can output a vector of
probabilities, whose elements represent the probabilities for
this representation to belong to the corresponding classes.
Since we represented each image based on two kinds of rep-
resentations, we can obtain two vectors of probabilities. Fi-
nally, we sum the two obtained probability vectors to obtain
the final confidence value vector for the image, and take the
class corresponding to the largest confidence value in the
final vector as the class for the test image to belong to.

5. Experiments and Results

In this section, we present experiments and results for evalu-
ating the performance of the proposed method and compar-
ing it to other baseline methods. In experiments, we used
dataset Caltech 101 [3] and dataset Caltech 256 [20]. From
each dataset, 10 categories of objects are selected randomly.
For each object category of dataset Caltech 101, around 60
images are employed, while for each category of dataset

Caltech 256, around 100 images are used. Furthermore,
five-fold cross validation is adopted, and obtained average
value is taken as the final result. SVM with RBF kernel
function is used as the classifier. We used LIBSVM [2] to
perform classification in our work.

We have proposed a hierarchical codebook, in which
visual words created from related patches are associated
with each other. Based on the hierarchical codebook, we
take patches from the same sample point as a patch pair
and assign them to the codebook with their corresponding
relationship explored. By using the proposed method, in
the obtained image representations, values corresponding to
coarse scale visual words are closely related to values cor-
responding to fine scale visual words. To show the effect of
the method, we give Fig. 4 which shows the distribution of
accumulated image patch assignment values corresponding
to visual words of the hierarchical codebook. To create this
figure, 200 coarse scale visual words and 200 fine scale vi-
sual words are used. For the conventional method, coarse
scale visual words and fine scale visual words are indepen-
dent.

The correlation among patches from the same image
is intrinsic. In the traditional method, each image patch is
encoded independently without considering relation among
patches. In our work, visual words are related to each other
based on the relation of patches from which they are cre-
ated. And in the stage of image patch encoding, patches ex-
tracted from the same sample points are also related to each
other. Then related patches are encoded together, so that
when related patches are assigned to related visual words,
high weight values are given and vice versa. Through this
manner, relationship among image patches can be incorpo-
rated into image representations, where the ambiguity for in-
dividual image patch encoding can be relieved. The results
in Fig. 4 demonstrate that the proposed method is effective
for incorporating relationship among different patches into

Fig. 4 Distribution of values corresponding to coarse scale visual words
and fine scale visual words. In the figure, x-axis is visual words ordered in
sequence, y-axis is accumulated patch assignment value for visual words.
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Table 1 Categorization performance of the proposed method under dif-
ferent numbers of patches on datasets Caltech 101 and Caltech 256.

500 1000 2000 3000
Caltech 101 0.7208 0.7416 0.7500 0.7625
Caltech 256 0.7237 0.7225 0.7437 0.7387

image representations.
In the following experiments, we first investigate in-

fluence of parameters of the proposed method on the clas-
sification performance. In our work, we implemented the
proposed method on patch features extracted based on reg-
ularly sampling and an interest point detector, respectively.
For the regularly sampling strategy, the number of patches
used for creating image representations is evaluated first,
where patches are first extracted with a sampling step of
4 pixels. Then, a specified number of patches are selected
randomly for creating image representations. In this experi-
ment, coarse scale patches are of the size of 60 × 60, while
fine scale patches are of the size of 20 × 20. These patch
sizes are determined experimentally. The number of nearest
visual words for a patch to assign to is set to be ten. The
number of coarse scale visual words is 1000 and the num-
ber of fine scale visual words is 2000. These visual words
are created from 50 combined feature clusters. The obtained
result is given in Table 1.

We evaluated the performance of the proposed method
under different numbers of patch features, when regularly
sampled patches are used for creating image representations.
From the results given, it can be seen that larger numbers
of patch features give better performance. The reason is
that when a larger number of image patch features are used,
the obtained image representations contain more informa-
tion about the original images, which makes them more dis-
criminative. This result is in agreement with observations
in previous works [18]. However, when more image patches
are extracted from an image, the computation burden will
also increase. According to the results, the proposed method
is robust against the number of patch features. Therefore,
only a limited number of image patch features are used in
our work.

For the proposed method, the number of nearest visual
words to which a patch is assigned to is also an important pa-
rameter. In order to test how this parameter influences clas-
sification performance, the subsequent experiment is con-
ducted. In this experiment, we implement the proposed
method on both regularly sampled image features and fea-
tures extracted based on an interest point detector. For reg-
ularly sampled image patches, the patch sampling step and
patch sizes are set to be the same as in the previous experi-
ment. On the other hand, for patches sampled based on the
interest point detector, after we detected interest points using
Harris-Laplace detector, two patches of different scales are
extracted from each detected point. These patches are of the
sizes of interest scale and 1.5 × interest scale. The number
of visual words in the codebook is set to be the same as in
the previous experiment for both regularly sampled features
and features extracted from interest points. Experiment re-

Fig. 5 Experimental results on the number of visual words a patch is
assigned to. Datasets Caltech 101 and Caltech 256 are used.

sults are given in Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5, it can be observed that the performance of

the multiple visual words assignment is better than the one
visual word assignment. However, increasing the number of
nearest visual words to which a patch is assigned does not
give further improvement. Generally, small numbers give
better performance than large numbers for both dataset Cal-
tech 101 and dataset Caltech 256. This is because when a
patch is assigned to a large number of visual words, noise
will be introduced, which makes the classification perfor-
mance deteriorate. On the other hand, if the number is too
small, the method gets less robust.

Moreover, another important parameter is the size of
the codebook used for creating image representations. In
our work, the number of fine scale visual words is set to
be two times of the number of coarse scale visual words.
This ratio is fixed in all the experiments, even if the size
of the used codebook is changed. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of the proposed method using codebooks of differ-
ent sizes. At the same time, in order to evaluate the contri-
bution of the hierarchical codebook and the context-aware
weighting, comparison among the method of multiple as-
signments on traditional codebook (Baseline), the method
of multiple assignments on the hierarchical codebook with-
out context-aware weighting (Unweighted) and the method
of multiple assignments on the hierarchical codebook with
context-aware weighting (Full-method) is made. For the tra-
ditional codebook, the number of visual words is set to be
the same as the hierarchical codebook. Its visual words are
obtained by applying k-means to image patch features di-
rectly. Experiment results are given in Fig. 6. In this figure,
the number on the x-axis is the number of fine scale visual
words of the codebook, which is two times the number of
coarse scale visual words.

Figure 6 demonstrates that image classification perfor-
mance improves as the size of the used codebook increases
for the method on the traditional codebook and the meth-
ods on the hierarchical codebook. However, further im-
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Fig. 6 Experimental results on the size of the codebook and comparison with the baseline methods,
datasets Caltech 101 and Caltech 256 are used.

Fig. 7 Comparison of fused features to each individual kind of features, on datasets Caltech 101 and
Caltech 256.

provement is insignificant after the used codebook size is
large enough. This result indicates that simply increasing
the codebook size is not an effective way for classification
performance gain. In addition, it is observed that only us-
ing the hierarchical codebook does not give obvious im-
provement. When context-aware weighting based on the
hierarchical codebook is adopted, the performance can be
improved. The reason is that in the hierarchical codebook
visual words are related to each other for encoding paired
patch features. If the context-aware weighting is not uti-
lized, relationship among patches can not be incorporated

into image representations. Therefore, in order to utilize the
relationship among patches for relieving the patch encoding
ambiguity, the hierarchical codebook and the context-aware
weighting should be utilized together.

For the proposed method, regularly sampled features
and features sampled from interest points lead to different
performance. It is worthwhile to investigate the perfor-
mance of both kinds of features on specific categories. Fig-
ure 7 gives the performance comparison of the two kinds
of features which are extracted based on different sampling
strategies. In this result, 1000 coarse scale visual words and
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Table 2 Comparison between the proposed method and baseline methods on dataset Caltech 101.

Proposed method on regular SIFT Proposed method on combined features Contextual words [17] Spatial pyramid [1]
0.7625 0.8366 0.8207 0.8524

Table 3 Comparison between the proposed method and baseline methods on dataset Caltech 256.

Proposed method on regular SIFT Proposed method on combined features Contextual words [17] Spatial pyramid [1]
0.7387 0.7800 0.6975 0.7560

2000 fine scale visual words are used. Experiment results on
specific categories show that some categories achieved bet-
ter performance on regularly sampled features, while other
categories achieved better performance on features extracted
through the interest point detector. The difference in classi-
fication performance is because different features are more
suitable for representing different aspects of the image cat-
egories. Therefore, to utilize extracted image information
effectively for object categorization, it is intuitive to fuse
these two kinds of features. We propose to fuse these two
kinds of features in the image classification stage through a
probabilistic mechanism. Performance of the fused features
is tested. Experiment results are given in Fig. 7.

From results shown in Fig. 7, it can be observed that
for most of the categories fused features give better perfor-
mance than any individual kind of features. These two kinds
of features are able to be used for complementing each other,
and the proposed feature fusion method is effective.

Finally, to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed
method, we compare it to other methods which have uti-
lized contextual information for creating discriminative rep-
resentations. The two baseline methods used for compar-
ison are contextual words approach [17] and spatial pyra-
mid approach [1]. In these methods, regularly sampled SIFT
features are used for creating image representations. Pa-
rameters of the baseline methods are set following previous
works [1], [17]. Table 2 and Table 3 give the performance
of the proposed method on regular SIFT features and fused
features as well as the performance of the baseline methods.
From the results, we can see that on the easy dataset Cal-
tech 101 the performance of the proposed method on regu-
lar SIFT features and fused features is 76.25% and 83.66%
respectively. On the complex dataset Caltech 256, the per-
formance of the proposed method on regular SIFT features
and fused features is 73.87% and 78.00%. Compared to
the baseline methods, the results indicate that the proposed
method can give robust results on both easy and complex
datasets. Furthermore, the proposed method gives a new ap-
proach to incorporate relationship among image patches into
image representations. It is not contradictory to the spatial
pyramid baseline method and can be fused to improve the
image categorization performance further, which is our fu-
ture work.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed to construct a hierarchical
codebook in which visual words created from coarse scale

patches are put in the upper hierarchy, and visual words
created from fine scale patches are put in the lower hier-
archy. The hierarchical codebook is constructed based on
related patches which are extracted from the same sample
point. By utilizing corresponding relationship among these
patches, visual words in the codebook are also associated.
In the image representation stage, patches extracted from
the same sample point are taken as a pair and encoded by
exploring the relationship among associated visual words.
Finally, we implement our methods on both regularly sam-
pled features and interest point features and fuse obtained
image representations from these features through a prob-
abilistic approach. We obtained categorization accuracies
of 83.66% on dataset Caltech 101 and 78.00% on dataset
Caltech 256, respectively, which are comparable to those of
the baseline methods. The experiment results show the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method. The future work is to
incorporate spatial information into the proposed method to
improve the classification performance further.
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